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Volkswagen Jetta TDI 

GI@:<�5��).#/,'�����POWER > 140 hp�����TORQUE > 236 lb-ft�����WEIGHT > 3255 lb�����C/D OBSERVED MPG > 40

Just how diesel-tough are the Chevy Cruze 2.0T  
and Volkswagen Jetta TDI?  by Jared Gall  

photography by Marc Urbano
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Chevrolet Cruze 2.0TD
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 NEW CARS for 2014.

EXTRACURRICULAR 
ACTIV IT IES
HERE IN THE U.S. ,  D IESELS ARE WORKHORSES. 
THIS  BATTERY OF TESTS WAS DESIGNED IN 
SMALL PART TO EVALUATE OUR TWO DIESEL 
CARS’  SUITABILITY FOR WORKING ROLES AND 
IN LARGE PART FOR OUR OWN AMUSEMENT.

numbers in the automotive industry: 
zero.  As in zero direct competitors. Having 
a segment to itself is every automaker’s 
dream, and last year, Volkswagen leveraged 
that zero into 29,805 sales.

With interest in diesel cars growing due 
to rising fuel-economy awareness, GM has 
`abßRQ�aUR����!�0_bgR�P\Z]NPa�dVaU�N�����
liter diesel from its Opel parts bin, added a 
urea-injection system to meet U.S. emis-
sions regulations, and plopped it down 
right across from Volkswagen’s banana 
`aN[Q��6a`��"��U\_`R]\dR_�ORNa`�aUR�CDμ̀ �Of
���� N[Q� Va`� �%�� ]\b[Q�SRRa� \S�a\_^bR�ORNa`�
CDμ̀ �P\b[a�Of!!��6[�aUR�ZV[b`�P\YbZ[�N_R�

aUR�0URc_\YRaμ̀ � Rea_N� � �� ]\b[Q`�� QbR� V[�
]N_a�a\�aUR�b_RN�ReUNb`a�a_RNaZR[a�R^bV]-
ment, which the Jetta lacks (it’s clean 
enough to meet our emissions standards 
dVaU\ba�Va���0URcf�UN[T`�N�UVTUR_�]_VPR�aNT�
\[�aUR�0_bgR�Oba�aU_\d`�V[�Z\_R�`aN[QN_Q�
gear, including an automatic transmission. 

To commemorate the arrival of the 
7RaaN�A16μ̀ �¼_`a�_RNY�P\Z]RaVa\_�V[�QRPNQR`��
dR�]ba�a\TRaUR_�N�^bN_aRa�\S�aR`a`�a\�ZRN`�
ure how well these two diminutive diesel 
`RQN[`�SbY¼YY�a_NQVaV\[NY�P\Z]_R``V\[�VT[V-
tion-type roles [see sidebar, this page]. 
Then, because it’s what we do, we evaluated 
them as normal cars, too.  

UR_Rμ̀ �ORR[� N� Y\a� \S aNYX� YNaRYf� NO\ba� QVR`RY`� ¼[NYYf aNXV[T
hold in the U.S., but it’s bunk; they took hold long ago. 
There’s a National Hot Rod Diesel Association, in which die-
`RY�Q_NT`aR_`�_b[�V[�aUR�`VeR`�Na�Z\_R�aUN[�����Z]U��.�QVR`RY�
UN`�a\]]RQ� "��Z]U�Na�/\[[RcVYYR��AUR�?NZ�]VPab_RQ�\[�aUR�
previous page “rolling coal” (soot-head slang for blasting a 
OYNPX�PY\bQ�S_\Z�aUR�ReUNb`a��ZNXR`�N�PYNVZRQ�&�"�U\_`R-
]\dR_�N[Q��%���]\b[Q�SRRa�\S�a\_^bR��.a�aUR�dURRY`�

C\YX`dNTR[μ̀ � UbZOYR� 7RaaN� A16 PN[μa� ZNaPU� aU\`R� ¼Tb_R`�� Oba
`V[PR�aUR�YNaR��&%�`��Vaμ̀ �ORR[�U\YQV[T�\[�a\�\[R�\S�aUR�Z\`a�a_RN`b_RQ�

We set out to verify these cars’ lofty 
highway-fuel-economy ratings—42 mpg for 
the Jetta, 46 for the Cruze—by driving from 
our Ann Arbor headquarters to the world’s 
largest truck stop in Walcott, Iowa.  After 
that 409-mile drive, the Jetta was still 200 
miles from empty and the Cruze more than 
300, so we turned around and headed for 
Engineered Diesel in Allendale, Michigan, 
where we found the particularly rude Ram 
pictured in this story. From Allendale, we set 
a course for New Holland Brewery in 
Holland, Michigan, where the Poet Stout is 
as dark—but not quite so smoky—as diesel 
exhaust. We didn’t make it.

WALCOTT,  IA

ANN ARBOR,  MI

ALLENDALE,  MI
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surge. And despite the Chevy’s 
intrusive noise at lower speeds, 
the engine fades into the back-
ground while turning 2100 rpm 
on the highway. 

Long-hauling is thus the Cruze’s 
greatest strength; it makes us want to 
write a country song about cross-country 
trucking. With a larger fuel tank and higher 
\]R_NaV[T� R¦PVR[Pf�� Va� P_b`URQ� aUR� CD� V[�
our mileage test. Even at a constant 75 mph, 
the Cruze needed just a single tank to go 
from Ann Arbor to Iowa, back up the Lake 
Michigan coast to Allendale and beyond, 
¼[NYYf�`V]]V[T�Va`�YN`a�Q_\]�dVaU�$!$�ZVYR`�\[�
aUR� a_V]� \Q\ZRaR_�� �AUR� CD� UNQ� T\[R� Q_f

2.  CHEVROLET  CRUZE 2 .0TD

If  you’re looking for the most authen-
tic diesel experience, the Cruze is it. Chevro-
let adds additional dash insulation and a 
�QVßR_R[a�b[QR_U\\Q�ZNa�a\�aUR�QVR`RY�0_bgR��
but around town, its intrusive clatter is a 
constant reminder that only one of the 
brands in this comparison also makes HD 
pickups. Note that its torque peak is nearly 
�����_]Z�YNaR_�aUN[�aUR�CDμ̀ ��6a`�YNT�S_\Z�N�
stop is near dangerous if  you’re trying to 
QN_a� V[a\� N� TN]� V[� a_N¦P�� 5\dRcR_�� \[PR�
f\bμ_R�b[QR_dNf��aUR�0_bgRμ̀ �½Na�\ba�]\dR_�
QRYVcR_f�V`�YR``�YbZ]faUN[�aUR�CDμ̀ ( aUR�7Ra-
aNμ̀ �aN]R_`�\ß��a\dN_Q�_RQYV[R�N[Q�aUR[��NSaR_�
the upshift, rocks you back with another 

130 miles earlier.) Planning to 
run them dry, we brought fuel 
cans in the trunks. But, while 
modern, self-priming fuel sys-
tems mean that running a die-
sel to empty  won’t strand you 
the way it once would, modern 
spill-proof  fuel cans seem 
designed to dump fuel all over 
you. That greasy diesel stink 

Q\R`[μa�PYRN[�\ß�RN`VYf�
Credit for the heroic mileage 

doesn’t go solely to the engine, as the 
diesel borrows the Cruze Eco’s grille shut-
ters, underbody paneling, and low-rolling-
resistance tires. As early as that rubber starts 
howling, we were surprised that the Cruze 
P\bYQ�ZNaPU�aUR�7RaaN�\[�aUR�`XVQ]NQ��4VcR[�
the looseness in its suspension and the lack 
of steering feedback, we weren’t at all sur-
prised that it couldn’t keep up in our slalom. 

CHEVROLET 

CRUZE 2 .0TD

+
A 700-MILE-PLUS 
RANGE MAKES IT 
EITHER THE BEST 
OR WORST CAR 
FOR ABSENT-
MINDED PEOPLE.
_

  
CLOTH IS FOR 
CHEESES,  NOT 
DASHBOARDS; 
HOPE YOU DIDN’T 
WANT TO FORGET 
IT’S A DIESEL.

A NOISY BUT 
CAPABLE ENGINE 
FAILS TO ELEVATE 
THE CRUZE.

Neither of our EPA-certified four-cylinders 
could roll coal, so we had a burnout contest 
instead. The Jetta couldn’t manage a 
whisp of smoke until we tied it to an 
immovable object. Then it showed off its 
inner teen and snatched the win.

TEST  4:  HEAVY HAULING
Today’s diesel dualies can handle payloads 
upward of 7000 pounds. We had to aim a 
little lower. The Jetta’s half-ton cargo limit 
surpasses the Chevy’s max load by  
100 pounds, so we loaded both up with  
900 pounds of staffer and ballast and 
conducted our usual 70–0-mph braking test. 
The Jetta stopped shorter but faded so 
much that we called it a Cruze victory.

TEST  3 :  SHRUB PULLING
Stump-pulling is among the burliest truck 
tasks extant. For these compact sedans, we 
subbed in shrubs for stumps. The author 
neglected to warn his wife before modifying 
their landscaping. Fortunately, she’s a good 
sport. The Jetta won here.

=900 lbs



RANK

VEHICLE 

DRIVER COMFORT

ERGONOMICS

REAR-SEAT COMFORT

REAR-SEAT SPACE*

TRUNK SPACE*

FEATURES/AMENITIES*

FIT AND FINISH

INTERIOR STYLING

EXTERIOR STYLING

REBATES/EXTRAS* 

AS-TESTED PRICE*

SUBTOTAL

POWERTRAIN

1/4-MILE ACCELERATION*

FLEXIBILITY*

FUEL ECONOMY*

ENGINE NVH

TRANSMISSION

SUBTOTAL

CHASSIS

PERFORMANCE*

STEERING FEEL

BRAKE FEEL

HANDLING

RIDE

EXPERIENCE

FUN TO DRIVE

10

10

5

5

5

10

10

10

10

5

20

100

20

5

10

10

10

55

20

10

10

10

10

25

* These objective scores 
are calculated from the 
vehicle’s dimensions, 
capacities, rebates and 
extras, and/or test results.

9

10

4

5

5

10

9

9

8
0
18

20

2
6
9

9

20

8

6
9

8

20

9

8
2
4
4
8
8
8
9

0
20

80

20

4

10

8
8

50

19
6
8

8
9

16

diesel gets discs all around. They deal well 
not only  with the 300 or so extra pounds the 
2.0TD carries versus a gasoline model, they 
handled 900 pounds of extra weight with 
[N_f�N�dUVß�\S SNQR�V[�̀ ]VaR�\S�URNcfdUVß �̀\S
smoke. While the VW’s best stops, both 
unladen and laden, were shorter, it experi-
R[PRQ�`VT[V¼PN[a�SNQR�dVaU�N�Y\NQ��0URcf�TRa`�
the nod here. 

Despite its impressive range and brakes, 
the Cruze was hamstrung by a laundry list of 
demerits. Its rear seat is tight; its transmis-
sion is slow to respond to manual commands 
and grabs jerky downshifts when rolling to a 
stop; and the cloth on the dashboard is not 
just unsightly, it’s semi-abrasive. Most of all, 
dUNa�XR]a�aUR�0_bgR�S_\Z�¼[V`UV[T�V[�¼_`a�
was the general disconnect between the 
driver and the road. The Jetta is barely more 
capable than the Cruze, but it involves the 
driver a lot more. No matter how unexciting 
the party, we at least want to be invited.

 
1.  VOLKSWAGEN JETTA TDI

VW knows the diesel market so well 
that it includes a shrub-pulling hook with the 
7RaaN�A16���DVaU�aUR�0_bgR��dR�UNQ�a\�¼[Q�
the conveniently shaped and placed holes in 
the underbody for tow-strap attachment.) 
While both cars successfully yanked their 

¼_`a�_\b[Q�Ob`UR`�ORS\_R�ORV[T�`afZVRQ�Of�N�
sturdy rhododendron in the second round, 
this apparent draw actually goes to the Ger-
ZN[`�S\_�aUR�RN`R�Nß\_QRQ�Of�aUNa�U\\X��AUV`�
exercise also taught us that, while its traction 
control can’t be disabled, a Jetta strapped to 
a mature shrub will do a hellacious burnout. 
It’s not quite rolling coal, but it is better than 
anything the Cruze could manage.

The Jetta’s steering feels more con-
nected, its structure seems more solid (in 
spite of being 232 pounds lighter), and its 
body motions are better controlled than the 
Cruze’s. While the TDI inspires greater 
P\[¼QR[PR�dUR[� T\V[T�� aU\bTU�� Va`�O_NXR�
]RQNY� \ßR_`� NYY� aUR� SRRY� \S� `dNZ]� ZbPX��
F\b_� S\\a� ¼[Q`� \ba� aUR�./@� UN`� XVPXRQ� V[�
from your ears, which tell them that the 
tires are chirping.

Compared with the Cruze’s more expres-
sive cabin design, the Jetta’s interior looks 

Below: This is 
about the time in 
the story where 
we describe the 
VW’s plastics as 
superior to its 
competitors. 
Consider that 
done. Opposite, 
middle: Helmet 
on for safety!
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VEHICLE

BASE PRICE

DIMENSIONS

LENGTH
WIDTH

HEIGHT
WHEELBASE

FRONT TRACK
REAR TRACK

INTERIOR VOLUME

TRUNK

POWERTRAIN

ENGINE

POWER HP @ RPM

REDLINE/FUEL CUTOFF
LB PER HP
DRIVELINE

TRANSMISSION

DRIVEN WHEELS
GEAR RATIO:1/

MPH PER 1000 RPM/
MAX MPH

AXLE RATIO:1

CHASSIS

SUSPENSION

BRAKES

STABILITY CONTROL

TIRES

C/D TEST RESULTS

ACCELERATION

0–30 MPH
0–60 MPH

0–100 MPH
0–110 MPH

1/4-MILE @ MPH
ROLLING START,

5–60 MPH
TOP GEAR, 30–50 MPH
TOP GEAR, 50–70 MPH

TOP SPEED

CHASSIS

BRAKING, 70–0 MPH
FULLY LOADED 

BRAKING, 70–0 MPH
ROADHOLDING,

300-FT-DIA SKIDPAD

610-FT SLALOM
WEIGHT

CURB
%FRONT/%REAR

CG HEIGHT
FUEL

TANK
RATING

EPA CITY/HWY
C/D 900-MILE TRIP

SOUND LEVEL

IDLE
FULL THROTTLE
70-MPH CRUISE

Chevrolet  
Cruze 2.0TD  

$25,710 
$25,810 

 
181.0 inches 
70.7 inches 
58.1 inches 
105.7 inches 
60.8 inches 
61.3 inches 
F: 53 cubic feet 

R: 42 cubic feet 
13 cubic feet 

turbocharged DOHC 
16-valve diesel 
inline-4 
119 cu in (1956 cc) 
151 @ 4000
280 @ 2600
5000/5000 rpm
23.1 

 
6-speed automatic 

front 
1  4.15/5.8/29 
2  2.37/10.0/50 
3  1.56/15.2/76 
4  1.16/20.2/101 
5  0.86/27.4/125 
6  0.69/34.2/125 
3.20 

F: struts, coil springs, 
anti-roll bar 
R: trailing arms, coil 
springs, Watt’s 
linkage 
F: 10.9-inch vented 
disc 
R: 10.6-inch disc 
fully defeatable, 
traction off 
Goodyear 
Assurance 
215/55R-17 94V M+S

2.6 sec 
8.0 sec 

23.6 sec 

30.9 sec 
16.3 sec @ 85

8.6 sec 
4.7 sec 
6.0 sec 

125 mph (gov ltd) 
 
180 feet

184 feet

0.81 g 
41.1 mph 
 
3487 pounds 
62.9/37.1 
22.0 inches 

 
15.6 gallons 
ULSD 
27/46 mpg 

44 mpg 
 
45 dBA 
74 dBA 

70 dBA 

Volkswagen 
Jetta TDI  

$23,850*

$27,850*
 
182.2 inches 
70.0 inches 
57.2 inches 
104.4 inches 
60.7 inches 
60.6 inches 
F: 49 cubic feet 
R: 44 cubic feet

16 cubic feet 

turbocharged DOHC 
16-valve diesel 
inline-4 
120 cu in (1968 cc) 
140 @ 4000
236 @ 1750
5000/4600 rpm
23.3 
 
6-speed dual-clutch 
automatic 
front 
1  3.46/5.0/23 
2  2.05/8.5/39 
3  1.30/13.4/62 
4  0.90/19.4/89 
5  0.91/26.0/120 
6  0.76/31.1/124 
4.12, 3.04† 

F: struts, coil springs, 
anti-roll bar 
R: trailing arms, coil 
springs, anti-roll bar 

F: 11.3-inch vented 
disc 
R: 10.7-inch disc 
permanent 
 
Continental 
ContiProContact 
225/45R-17 91H M+S 

2.6 sec 
8.0 sec 

24.7 sec 
33.7 sec 
16.2 sec @ 85

9.3 sec 
4.4 sec 

6.0 sec 

124 mph (drag ltd) 
 
175 feet 

178 feet

0.81 g‡ 
42.7 mph‡ 
 
3255 pounds 
61.2/38.8 
22.5 inches 
 
14.5 gallons 
ULSD 
30/42 mpg 
40 mpg 
 
46 dBA 
76 dBA 
70 dBA 

* Jetta pricing is for 2013 model year.  † First ratio for gears 1–4, second ratio is for gears 5 and 6. 

‡ Stability-control inhibited.

plain. But, like IKEA furniture, 
it’s pleasingly plain. Much of the 
dash is a single swath of  black 
plastic, but it looks and feels like 
quality black plastic. The faux 
aluminum dash trim and dress-
up rings on the HVAC and info-
tainment controls lend an 
upscale feel as well. And we 
greatly appreciated how the VW 
will let a passenger pair a phone 
or enter nav instructions while 
the car is in motion. There are a 
few ergonomic oddities, but 
overall, the VW is a great exam-
ple of  how to do an interior on the 
cheap without making it obvious.

When not engaged in brutal 
displays of diesel masculinity, 
the TDI is harder to peg as a die-
sel than the Cruze. There’s less 
noise from the engine room and 

less lag following launch, although the DSG 
dual-clutch transmission doesn’t always 
engage smoothly, often lurching forward. 
Slowing to a stop, the DSG isn’t always seam-
less while grabbing downshifts, but the 
 Cruze’s torque-converter automatic is also 
_\bTU��dUVPU�dR�¼[Q�]R_]YReV[T��

The TDI’s pedal-to-the-mat power deliv-
ery is a bit jarring, too, but during gentle 
driving, the quick-acting dual-clutch does a 
¼[R� W\O� \S� XRR]V[T aUR� R[TV[R� V[� Va`� `dRRa
spot. Neither car’s powertrain is perfect, but 
given its quieter operation, we deemed the 
Volkswagen’s less imperfect. And there’s a 
cheap—better than cheap, actually—way to 
make it better: Opt for the manual transmis-
sion and save $1100. 

It’s had the entire segment to itself  for a 
while, but Volkswagen hasn’t been compla-
PR[a�V[�Va`�Z\[\]\Yf��6aμ̀ �ORR[�ObVYQV[T�N�¼[R� tested in Chelsea, Michigan, by K.C. COLWELL and ERIC TINGWALL

VOLKSWAGEN 

JETTA TDI

+   
SOLID FEEL, 
UNCLUTTERED 
AND SPACIOUS 
INTERIOR, 
QUIET ENGINE, 
ENGAGING 
PERSONALITY.
_

DIESEL AND 
DSG COULD USE 
SOME MARITAL 
COUNSELING; 
SUDDENLY,  A 
617-MILE RANGE 
SEEMS WEAK.

=

COMPETITION 
MIGHT BREED 
SUCCESS,  BUT 
SO,  APPARENTLY, 
DOES A VACUUM.

* Jettta pricing 

contr

is for 2013 model yea


